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ERASMUS + project: P.E.R.F.O.R.M.E.R.S. 

 
 

 

This project was presented in an earlier issue of FEPTO News 16.3, which you can find in the 
www.fepto.com archive under the newsletter tag. 
Here is a short reminder of the aim and the structure of the project. 
The project is realized in the Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership in Vocational Education and Training 
(VET) Program framework. This program of the European Commission focuses on social inclusion of 
marginalized groups of young people (young offenders, refugees, youth with migrant or with Roma 
background) and supports projects promoting the development, the sharing and the implementation 
of innovative methods for social inclusion. 
For this purpose we created a Sociodrama network with Psychodrama training institutes/
organizations from 4 countries together with 4 partners of social institutes:  

The Hungarian Psychodrama Association (MPE)  
As social partner organization: Budapest Detention Centre (EMMIBP), working with criminalized 
youngsters 

The Swedish Association of Psychodramatists (SPF) 
As partner organization: Huddingegymnasiet, a Swedish high school working with new-coming refu-
gees 

The Portuguese Society of Psychodrama (SPP) 

As partner organization: NOS, working with disabled and disadvantaged youth in marginalized 
neighbourhood of Lisbon. 

      · Centre for the Study and Applica on of Psychodrama (Thessaloniki) 

As partner organization: ARSIS a Greek NGO working with youth in the most vulnerable situations 
for example in refugee camps 

The project design is based on an integrative structure where international trainings are followed by 
local ones. The three five-days long international trainings were realized in Lisbon (January 2017), 
Thessaloniki (May, 2017) and the last one in Budapest (September, 2017). These international train-
ings similarly to their local programs in each country are based on five main topics; Trust, Belonging, 
Support, Protection and Visions. 

The aim of the project is multiple: to develop cooperation between sociodramatists in Europe; to de-
velop the methodology of sociodrama; to provide experiment-based training for youth workers; the 
use of sociodrama as supervision tool. 
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In order to be able to follow and understand what is happening in each specific context and to draw 
methodological edifications and conclusions, we developed a common documentation-methodology 
based on criteria used in Psychodrama process analysis. The “diary” as we call it, is a process descrip-
tion tool for the directors, which helps them describe the process by following guided questions 
about the context of the given Sociodrama session, about the sociodrama process itself (techniques 
used, decisions made, etc.), about the evolution of group dynamics, and about emerging social mean-
ings and contents.  

A very important tool as a part of blended learning is to film each and every session. The Hungarian 
project team provided the cameras and the people who filmed. These films were analysed by the team 
for learning purposes. Some of the warm ups and some sociodramas were reproduced and served as 
models in the local trainings. The diaries, the films, and the questionnaires serve also as research in-
struments for the final evaluation. 

According to our plan and if we manage to get new funding, the PERFORMERS project suppose to be 
the first phase in a more ambitious undertaking of psychodrama organizations for the development 
of a European training standard and a curriculum in Sociodrama, which could be adapted by 
psychodrama training institutes. In the new project will wish to cooperate with FEPTO as partner. 

After our staff meeting in Stockholm in December we’ll come back with our decision. 

 

Judith Teszáry 
Professional leader of the project 
Chair of the Swedish Association of Psychodramatists 
jteszary@gmail.com 
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